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WCG AI MASTERS GAME 

WCG AI Masters is a 5:5 robot soccer game where each participant develops an 

algorithm that controls five robots in a team to defeat the opponent participant algorithm. Using 

the skeleton programs provided, you can develop a player program in C++ or Python 

programming languages. The player program can use the robot and ball coordinates or the 

game image to determine what to do, and set the robots’ speeds to control the robot. We will 

assume the participant has basic knowledge of C++ or Python and will provide information 

specifically related to WCG AI Masters player program development only. 

 

Figure 1 WCG AI Masters 

This document is comprised of three sections: 

Section 1 – The specifications of the soccer field, soccer robots, and the ball are provided. 

Section 2 – The rules applied to an WCG AI Masters game are described. 

Section 3 – The basic guide is provided for the development in C++ and Python programming 

languages. 
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Section 1 – SPECIFICATIONS  

1) Soccer Field 

1-1. Field View on Screen 

 

Figure 2 Field 

1-2. Field Dimensions 

 

Figure 3 Field Dimensions  
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2) Soccer Robot 

2-1. Soccer Robot Roles 

In WCG AI Masters, there are three roles: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D1 and D2), 

and Forward (F1 and F2). These labels will be used throughout this document to mention each 

robot. 

Table 1 Robot Roles and Markers 

 Goalkeeper (GK) Defender (D1, D2) Forward (F1, F2) 

Team A 

Role Marker      

Team B 

Role Marker      
 

2-2. Soccer Robot Dimensions 

 

Figure 4 Robot Dimensions 

Note that two small hemi-spherical supports (not wheels) are attached at the bottom of the body 

to prevent the robot from learning. The support’s mass is negligibly small. 
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2-3. Soccer Robot Specifications 

Table 2 Robot Specifications 

Roles 

Specifications 
Goalkeeper (GK) Defender (D1, D2) Forward (F1, F2) 

Robot Length/Width 15 cm 

Robot Height 9 cm 

Wheel Radius 4 cm 

Axle Length 14 cm 

Robot Body Mass 2.5 kg 2.0 kg 1.5 kg 

Robot Body 

Center of Mass 
1.5 cm above the ground 

Wheel Mass 0.15 kg per wheel 

Wheel Center of Mass Center of the wheel 

Max Linear Velocity 

Available 
1.8 m/s 2.1 m/s 2.55 m/s 

Max Torque Available 0.8 N*m 1.2 N*m 0.4 N*m 

 

The robot specifications are summarized in the table above. Although all five robots 

in a team share the same dimensions, some of their other properties such as mass, maximum 

available velocity, etc. differ by designated roles. 

 

3) Soccer Ball 

3-1. Soccer Ball Dimensions 

 

Figure 5 Soccer Ball 

 The soccer ball is a simple sphere with diameter of 10.0 cm and mass of 18.4 g. 
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Section 2 – RULES 

Throughout this section, some coordinates and orientation values will be provided for 

the robot and ball positions and orientations. All of their positions are stated in meters in 

Cartesian coordinate system. Their orientations are stated in radians in a way that it is zero 

when facing the right-hand-side and rotates counter-clockwise. 

 

Figure 6 WCG AI Masters Coordinate System 

The image below defines the regions of the WCG AI Masters field. These region 

names will be used throughout the rest of this section. 

 

Figure 7 Field Region Names 
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1) 5:5 Robot Soccer 

WCG AI Masters is a 5:5 robot soccer game where each team is comprised of one 

goalkeeper, two defenders, and two forwards. However, the roles do not limit robots’ 

capabilities and only differentiate the robot specifications and initial positions. For example, 

the goalkeeper can freely leave the goalpost area to help forwards attacking when necessary. 

Team A is initially located on the left side of the field and robots have red color. Team B is 

initially located on the right side of the field and robots have blue color. 

 

2) Game Duration 

 A game is comprised of 5 minutes first half and 5 minutes second half. The first half 

begins with a kick-off by Team A. When the second half begins, two teams switch their sides 

that Team A is located on right and Team B is located on left. The second half begins with a 

kick-off by Team B. In developing the WCG AI Masters player program, you may freely 

change the game duration to aid development. 

 

3) Goal 

 A goal happens when the center of the ball crosses the goal line. The score will be 

incremented accordingly. After a goal, the robots and ball positions will be reset and the game 

will resume with a kick-off by the team that lost a score. 

 

4) Deadlock 

 AI-driven robots sometimes cannot track the soccer ball correctly. In case when all 

robots of two teams fail to track the ball, the game can be in a deadlock state where no changes 

occur in the soccer field. Also, since the soccer field is surrounded by solid walls unlike human 

soccer field, the robots can push the ball toward the walls and several robots trying the same 

can make the ball stuck between the walls and robots that a deadlock state can be caused as 

well. 

 To prevent deadlock states stalling the game, deadlocks are detected and handled. In 

WCG AI Masters, a deadlock is defined as the soccer ball moving slow speed of less than 0.4 

m/s for 4 seconds. Each deadlock is handled differently based on the region where the deadlock 

happened in the soccer field. 

 

4-1. Deadlock in Corner Area 

 When a deadlock happens in one of four corner areas, the game will proceed to a corner 

kick. The ball ownership in the corner kick is determined as follows: 

① The number of robots in that area of interest is counted for two teams and the team 

with more robots in that area will get the ball ownership. 
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② In case when both teams have the same number of robots in that area, their average 

distance to the ball will be measured and the team with smaller average distance to the 

ball will get the ball ownership. 

③ If the average distance is the same too, the team with their goal located farther from 

that area will get the ball ownership. 

 

4-2. Deadlock in Penalty Area 

 When a deadlock happens in one of two penalty areas, the game will proceed either to 

a penalty kick or a goal kick. The ball ownership in the penalty kick or the goal kick is 

determined as follows: 

① The number of robots in that area of interest is counted for two teams and the team with 

more robots in that area will get the ball ownership. 

② In case when both teams have the same number of robots in that area, their average 

distance to the ball will be measured and the team with smaller average distance to the 

ball will get the ball ownership. 

③ If the average distance is the same too, the team with their goal located farther from 

that area will get the ball ownership. 

If the ball owner is the team with their goal located farther from that area, the game will proceed 

to a penalty kick. Otherwise, the game will proceed to a goal kick. 

 

4-3. Deadlock in Other Regions 

 When a deadlock happens in regions other than the corner and penalty areas, the game 

will proceed to a ball relocation. 

 

5) Penalty Area Fouls 

 For simplicity, WCG AI Masters has foul rules only in the penalty area and they limit 

the number of robots that can be located inside the area at the same time. These rules are to 

prevent the defending team from totally blocking the goal or the attacking team from pushing 

the ball to the goal by multiple robots. 

 

5-1. Penalty Area Foul by Defense 

 The team defending the goal near the penalty area (i.e. team on left in left penalty area) 

can only have three robots inside that penalty area at the same time. If four or more robots are 

in that penalty area, the game will proceed to a penalty kick. The offense team will get the ball 

ownership. 
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5-2. Penalty Area Foul by Offense 

 The team attacking the goal near the penalty area (i.e. team on right in left penalty area) 

can only have two robots inside that penalty area at the same time. If three or more robots are 

in that penalty area, the game will proceed to a goal kick. The defense team will get the ball 

ownership. 

 

6) Ball Out 

 Sometimes, the soccer ball can leave the soccer field through sides of the goals. When 

the ball leaves the soccer field, the game will proceed to either a goal kick or a corner kick. The 

ball ownership in the corner kick or the goal kick is determined as follows: 

① The robots that touched the ball last before the ball out are counted (sometimes two or 

more robots touching the ball last can happen) and the team with less number of robots 

counted will get the ball ownership. 

② If the number of robots is the same, the team with their goal located on the direction 

where the ball has left the field will get the ball ownership. 

If the ball owner is the team with their goal located on the direction where the ball has left the 

field, the game will proceed to a goal kick. Otherwise, the game will proceed to a corner kick. 

 

7) Kick-off 

 A kick-off happens at the beginning of each half and after a team made a goal. In the 

kickoff, one team gets the ball ownership and initiates the game by the owner team’s F2 robot 

kicking the ball. Within a kick-off, no robots except the ball owner team’s F2 robot can move 

until one of following happens: 

① The ball leaves the center circle. 

② 3 seconds have been passed without the ball leaving the center circle. 
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Figure 8 Kick-off Formation (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 3 Kick-off Formation Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (-2.25, 1.0) 0 (2.25, -1.0) π 

D2 (-2.25, -1.0) 0 (2.25, 1.0) π 

F1 (-0.9, 0) 0 (0.65, -0.3) π 

F2 (0.4, 0) π (0.65, 0.3) π 

Soccer Ball (0, 0) 

 

In case when Team B is the ball owner, the positions and orientations will be rotated by π with 

two team’s roles swapped. 

 

8) Corner Kick 

 A corner kick can happen after either a deadlock in corner area or a ball out. In the 

corner kick, one team gets the ball ownership and initiates the game by the owner team’s F2 

robot kicking the ball. Within a corner kick, no robots except the ball owner team’s F2 robot 

can move until one of following happens: 
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① The ball owner team’s F2 robot kicks the ball. 

② 3 seconds have been passed without the ball touched by the robot. 

Based on where the corner of interest is located and which team has the ball ownership, 

different corner kick formations are used. 

 

8-1. Corner Kick by Defense 

 If the corner of interest is located closer to the ball owner team’s goal, a defensive 

corner kick formation is used. 

 

Figure 9 Corner Kick by Defense Formation 1 (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 4 Corner Kick by Defense Formation 1 Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (-2.25, 1.0) -π/2 (1.5, -0.45) π 

D2 (-3.25, 1.0) -π/2 (1.5, 0.45) π 

F1 (-3.25, 0) 0 (0.5, -0.8) π 

F2 (-2.75, 2.0) -π/2 (0.5, 0.8) π 

Soccer Ball (-2.75, 1.5) 
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Figure 10 Corner Kick by Defense Formation 2 (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 5 Corner Kick by Defense Formation 2 Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (-3.25, 1.0) π/2 (1.5, -0.45) π 

D2 (-2.25, 1.0) π/2 (1.5, 0.45) π 

F1 (-3.25, 0) 0 (0.5, -0.8) π 

F2 (-2.75, -2.0) π/2 (0.5, 0.8) π 

Soccer Ball (-2.75, -1.5) 

 

Note that positions of some robots in two defensive corner kick formations are not vertically 

flipped versions of each other (all defenders and Team B’s forwards positions are switched). In 

case when Team B is the ball owner, the positions and orientations will be rotated by π with 

two team’s roles swapped. 
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8-2. Corner Kick by Offense 

 If the corner of interest is located farther from the ball owner team’s goal, an offensive 

corner kick formation is used. 

 

Figure 11 Corner Kick by Offense Formation 1 (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 6 Corner Kick by Offense Formation 1 Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (3.25, 1.0) -π/2 (3.25, -0.5) π/2 

D2 (2.25, 1.0) -π/2 (3.25, 0.5) π/2 

F1 (2.25, 0) 0 (2.25, -0.5) π/2 

F2 (2.75, 2.0) -π/2 (2.25, 0.5) π/2 

Soccer Ball (2.75, 1.5) 
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Figure 12 Corner Kick by Offense Formation 2 (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 7 Corner Kick by Offense Formation 2 Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (2.25, -1.0) π/2 (3.25, -0.5) -π/2 

D2 (3.25, -1.0) π/2 (3.25, 0.5) -π/2 

F1 (2.25, 0) 0 (2.25, -0.5) -π/2 

F2 (2.75, -2.0) π/2 (2.25, 0.5) -π/2 

Soccer Ball (2.75, -1.5) 

 

Note that positions of some robots in two offensive corner kick formations are not vertically 

flipped versions of each other (all defenders and Team A’s forwards positions are switched). In 

case when Team B is the ball owner, the positions and orientations will be rotated by π with 

two team’s roles swapped. 

 

9) Penalty Kick 

 A penalty kick can happen after either a deadlock in penalty area or penalty area fouls. 

In the penalty kick, one team gets the ball ownership and initiates the game by the owner team’s 
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F2 robot kicking the ball. Within a penalty kick, no robots except the ball owner team’s F2 

robot can move until one of following happens: 

① The ball owner team’s F2 robot kicks the ball. 

② 3 seconds have been passed without the ball touched by the robot. 

 

Figure 13 Penalty Kick Formation (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 8 Penalty Kick Formation Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (0.5, -0.8) 0 (1.5, 0.8) -π/2 

D2 (1.0, -0.8) 0 (1.5, 1.05) -π/2 

F1 (1.5, -0.8) 0 (1.25, 0.8) -π/2 

F2 (2.0, 0) 0 (1.25, 1.05) -π/2 

Soccer Ball (2.95, 0) 

 

In case when Team B is the ball owner, the positions and orientations will be rotated by π with 

two team’s roles swapped. 
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10) Goal Kick 

 A penalty kick can happen after either a deadlock in penalty area, penalty area fouls, 

or a ball out. In the goal kick, one team gets the ball ownership and initiates the game by the 

owner team’s GK robot kicking the ball. Within a penalty kick, no robots except the ball owner 

team’s GK robot can move until one of following happens: 

① The ball owner team’s GK robot kicks the ball. 

② 3 seconds have been passed without the ball touched by the robot. 

 

Figure 14 Goal Kick Formation (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Table 9 Goal Kick Formation Coordinates (Ball Owner: Team A) 

Positions and Orientations 

 
Team A 

Ball Owner 

Team B 

Not Ball Owner 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) 0 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (-2.5, 0.45) 0 (0.5, -0.8) π 

D2 (-2.5, -0.45) 0 (0.5, 0.8) π 

F1 (-1.5, 0.8) 0 (-0.5, -0.45) π 

F2 (-1.5, -0.8) 0 (-0.5, 0.45) π 

Soccer Ball (-3.25, 0) 
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In case when Team B is the ball owner, the positions and orientations will be rotated by π with 

two team’s roles swapped. 

 

11) Ball Relocation 

 A ball relocation can happen after a deadlock in other regions. In the ball relocation, 

there are four designated relocation positions. The ball will be relocated to the relocation 

position closest to the current ball position. The robots are not relocated in the ball relocation. 

After the ball relocation, the game resumes and all robots can move immediately. 

Table 10 Ball Relocation Positions 

Ball Relocation Positions 

Position A Position B Position C Position D 

(-1.5, 1.0) (-1.5, -1.0) (1.5, 1.0) (1.5, -1.0) 

 

12) Robot Send Out 

 Sometimes, a robot can fall down and cannot stand up by itself. If a robot falls down 

and cannot recover from the fall for 3 seconds, the robot will be moved out of the soccer field 

(to the ball out area) and stay inactive there for 5 seconds. Also, in very rare cases the robot 

can accidently leave the soccer field. The robot leaving the soccer field is immediately moved 

to the ball out area and stay inactive there for 5 seconds. 

After 5 seconds have passed, the robot will be moved back to the soccer field to the 

designated position and orientation. In case another robot or the ball is blocking the return 

position, the robot will stay out of the field until the position becomes available. 

 

Figure 15 Robot Return Positions and Orientations 
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Table 11 Robot Return Coordinates 

Positions and Orientations 

 Team A Team B 

GK (-3.8, 0.0) π/2 (3.8, 0.0) -π/2 

D1 (-2.25, 1.0) 0 (2.25, -1.0) π 

D2 (-2.25, -1.0) 0 (2.25, 1.0) π 

F1 (-0.65, 0.3) 0 (0.65, -0.3) π 

F2 (-0.65, -0.3) 0 (0.65, 0.3) π 
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Section 3 – DEVELOPMENT GUIDE  

 In this section, the basic guide for development of an WCG AI Masters player program 

will be provided. For the development of an WCG AI Masters player program, WCG AI 

Masters supports two programming languages: C++ and Python. The development guide for 

C++ will be provided first, and then the guide for Python will be provided next. Throughout 

this section, this document will refer to the examples provided in the base simulation system 

in explanation of what data are transferred across the simulation program and the player 

program. You can check the example codes online in 

https://github.com/wcgaimasters/examples. Note that these examples uploaded miss some 

external libraries that are needed for compilation/execution. The working examples are 

provided directly in the developer docker instance in path: /home/wcg/examples.  

 In WCG AI Masters, the data provided by the simulation program are pre-

modified in a way that you do not need to consider whether you are Team A or Team B. 

All coordinates and images are rotated by π and the robot marker colors are swapped to 

make your team Red and located on the left side of the field. You can always assume that 

your team is Red and located on the left side whether you are Team A or Team B, or 

whether it is first half or second half. 

 

Part 1. Player Program Development Guide for C++ 

If you plan to develop in Python language, you can skip Part 1. Basically the same 

contents are explained in two different languages. 

1) Communication Module 

 In WCG AI Masters simulation, the program simulating the soccer game and applying 

rules is separated from two player programs controlling the robots. The simulator program 

sends the game information such as game status, scores, coordinates to the player programs 

and the player programs send the robot control signal to the simulator program that will apply 

the request to the robots in the simulator. To do this, a communication module using WAMP 

protocol is set and implemented. On player program’s side, the ‘examples/common/ai_base’ 

scripts are the implementation of the communication module and used throughout all the 

examples provided. Thus, the player program developers need not to know details of the 

communication module and start from the implementation of virtual methods called by the 

module throughout a game. As you can see in any of ‘CMakeLists.txt’ file stored in C++ 

example directories, the example programs follow C++14 standard. The communication 

module may not work in other standards that if you wish to use another standard, you may need 

to revise the communication module. 

 

2) Virtual Methods 

 There are three virtual methods that are called throughout a game. The developer 

should implement these methods to make a player program that manages a team. 

‘player_skeleton.cpp’ provides a skeleton implementation of the virtual methods. The 

https://github.com/wcgaimasters/examples
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explanations provided below are based on the example skeleton program. 

2-1. Virtual Method ‘init()’ 

 The virtual method ‘init()’ is called only once right after the communication module 

succeeds in connecting to the simulation program. Here, the program can initialize some 

parameters, load necessary data from other files, etc. Note that you need to define variables 

outside of this method to be accessible in other virtual methods. This method should be used 

for initialization of variables only. Since the skeleton program has nothing to initialize, this 

method is empty in ‘player_skeleton.cpp’. You can check how variable initializations are done 

in other examples such as ‘general_frame-skip.cpp’ and ‘general_image-fetch.cpp’. 

 

2-2. Virtual Method ‘update()’ 

 The virtual method ‘update()’ is called whenever the simulation program sends a new 

frame data to the player program. The new frame data is contained in the input data structure 

‘f’ of this method. The contents of the frame data will be explained later in 3) Data Provided 

by the Simulation Program. Here, the program can check the new frame data received, decide 

what control signal to generate, and send the control signal back to the simulator. The method 

to send the robot control signal will be explained later in 4) Robot Control Signal. The skeleton 

program simply makes all robots move forward at the maximum velocity available. For more 

complex controls, you can check ‘player_rulebased-A.cpp’ or ‘player_rulebased-B.cpp’ 

examples to see how the robots can be controlled. 

Since the control period is set to 50 ms in WCG AI Masters, the simulation program 

will send a new data in each 50 ms as well and thus this method is called in every 50 ms. 

However, if your ‘update()’ method consumes more than 50 ms, the successive calls of this 

method will be delayed. As a result, the frame data facing in each ‘update()’ call will not be the 

most recent frame that your program may end up providing delayed control signals to the 

simulator. To avoid this, you should implement a frame-skipping technique such as the one 

provided in ‘general_frame-skip.cpp’ in case when your program consumes more than 50 ms 

in handling each frame. 

  

2-3. Virtual Method ‘finish()’ 

 The virtual method ‘finish()’ is called only once after the game is over before the player 

program ends. Here, the program can save any data recorded throughout the game. The skeleton 

program simply makes a text file with a dummy content. 

 

3) Data Provided by the Simulation Program 

In WCG AI Masters, two different data structures are sent from the simulation program 

to provide information of the game. These two data structures are defined in 

‘common/ai_base.hpp’. You can check ‘general_check-variables.cpp’ and ‘general_image-

fetch.cpp’ to see how these data are accessible in the player program. 
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3-1. Basic Information Data Structure ‘game_info’ 

The first structure is ‘game_info’ structure that contains basic information about the 

game. The information held in this structure are the values that don’t change throughout the 

game such as field dimensions and robot specifications. This structure is accessible through 

variable ‘info’ by the player program from when the virtual method ‘init()’ is called (i.e. 

‘info.game_time’ contains the game duration). Note that the information contained in this 

structure will be identical to those shown in Section 1 – SPECIFICATIONS in this document. 

Table 12 Data Structure ‘game_info’ 

Information Stored in Data Structure ‘game_info’ 

Member Variable Data Type Description 

field std::array<double, 2> Soccer field dimensions [x, y] in m 

goal std::array<double, 2> Goal dimensions [x, y] in m 

penalty_area std::array<double, 2> Penalty area dimensions [x, y] in m 

goal_area std::array<double, 2> 
Goal area dimensions [x, y] in m 

※ Note that none of rules is related to this region. 

ball_radius double Soccer ball radius in m 

ball_mass double Soccer ball mass in kg 

robot_size std::array<double, 5> Robot sizes of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

robot_height std::array<double, 5> Robot heights of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

axle_length std::array<double, 5> Axle lengths of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

robot_body_mass std::array<double, 5> Robot body masses of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in kg 

wheel_raidus std::array<double, 5> Wheel radii of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

wheel_mass std::array<double, 5> Wheel masses of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in kg 

max_linear_velocity std::array<double, 5> 
Maximum linear velocity available on each wheel of 
[GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m/s 

max_torque std::array<double, 5> 
Maximum torque available on each wheel 
of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in N*m 

resolution std::array<std::size_t, 2> Image size [width, height] in pixel dimensions 

number_of_robots std::size_t Number of robots 

codewords std::vector<std::size_t, 5> 

The hamming codes in decimal values attached as 
the robot identifier in the image sent to the players. 
The order is [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2]. 

※ Details will be explained in 3-3. Image Data. 

game_time double Game duration in s 

 

3-2. Frame Data Structure ‘frame’ 

 The second structure is ‘frame’ structure that contains each game frame’s information. 

The information held in this structure are the values that change throughout the game such as 

the robot and ball coordinates. Therefore, new ‘frame’ is introduced as the input data structure 
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whenever ‘update()’ is called 

(i.e. f.opt_coordinates->robots[0][0].x contains your team’s GK robot’s x-position). 

Table 13 Data Structure ‘frame’ 

Information Stored in Data Structure ‘frame’ 

Member Variable Data Type Description 

time double Current game time in s 

score std::array<std::size_t, 2> Current scores of [your team, opponent’s team] 

reset_reason std::size_t (enumeration) 

Reason for the game pause before current frame 
The value can be one of following enumerations: 
0. NONE – No pause happened. 
1. GAME_START – Game just began and the game is 

going into a kick-off. 
2. SCORE_MYTEAM – Your team scored and the 

game is going into a kick-off. 
3. SCORE_OPPONENT – Opponent’s team scored 

and the game is going into a kick-off. 
4. GAME_END – Game just ended. 
5. DEADLOCK – A ball relocation happened. 
6. GOALKICK – Game is going into a goal kick. 
7. CORNERKICK – Game is going into a corner kick. 
8. PENALTYKICK – Game is going into a penalty kick. 
9. HALFTIME – Second half just began and game is 

going into a kick-off.  
10. EPISODE_END – Game just ended (replaces 

GAME_END when ‘repeat’ is true). 

※ About ‘repeat’, please refer to the online system 

documentation. 

game_state std::size_t (enumeration) 

Current game state 
The value can be one of following enumerations: 
0. STATE_DEFAULT – Default state 
1. STATE_KICKOFF – Kick-off state 
2. STATE_GOALKICK – Goal kick state 
3. STATE_CORNERKICK – Corner kick state 
4. STATE_PENALTYKICK – Penalty kick state 

ball_ownership bool 

Indicator for whether your team owns the ball (true) or 
not (false) in special states such as kick-off, corner kick, 
penalty kick, and goal kick 

※ This value does not mean anything in default state. 

half_passed bool 
Indicator for whether the game is currently in first half 
(false) or in second half (true) 

subimages std::vector<subimage> 

Image fragments need to be merged with previous image 
frame to obtain the new frame 

※ Details will be explained in 3-3. Image Data. 

opt-coordinates 

boost::optional<coordinates> 

※coordinates is a nested 

structure 

Current robots and ball states 

※ Although it says optional, coordinates will always be 

provided in this competition. 

※ Details are explained in Table 14 Data Structure 

‘coordinates’ 
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Table 14 Data Structures ‘coordinates’ ‘robot_coordinate’ and ‘ball_coordinate’ 

Information Stored in Data Structure ‘coordinates’ 

Member 

Variable 
Data Type Description 

robots std::array<std::vector<robot_coordinate, 5>, 2> 
Array containing robot coordinate 
nested structures for [your team, 
opponent’s team] 

ball struct ball_coordinate Nested structure 

Information Stored in Data Structure ‘robot_coordinate’ 

Member 

Variable 
Data Type Description 

x double x-position of the robot in m 

y double y-position of the robot in m 

th double 

Orientation of the robot in rad 

※ The value is not necessarily in 

range [-π, π]. Check the actual 

value and convert it to the range 
you wish to use. 

active bool 

Indicator for whether the robot can 
currently move or not. Some robots 
cannot move in special states such 
as kick-off, corner kick, penalty 
kick, and goal kick. Also, a robot 
cannot move when it is sent out 
from the field. 

touch bool 

Indicator for whether the robot 
touched the soccer ball within last 
time frame. This value is provided 
since it is hard to find whether the 
ball and the robot are in contact 
through coordinates or image. 

Information Stored in Data Structure ‘ball_coordinate’ 

Member 

Variable 
Data Type Description 

x double x-position of the soccer ball in m 

y double y-position of the soccer ball in m 
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3-3. Image Data 

 In WCG AI Masters, the images sent to the players are not the raw images but a 

modified image containing same field status. The image size is 640 x 480. 

 

Figure 16 WCG AI Masters with Player Views Shown 

In the figure above, the modified images sent to the player programs are shown with a game 

frame (a full-game sample can be seen in https://youtu.be/wYn5Bgq-6go). The green field is 

replaced with a black field, the soccer ball is replaced with an orange ball, and the robot role 

markers are replaced with special markers. The image on upper-left corner is sent to Team A 

and the image on upper-right corner is sent to Team B. Note that Team B’s image is rotated by 

π and the team colors are swapped. 

Table 15 Player View Robot Markers 

 Your Team Opponent’s Team 

Team Marker 

  

 GK D1 D2 F1 F2 

Role Marker 

     

Hamming Code 000000000 000011111 011100011 101101100 110110101 

Decimal Value 0 31 227 364 437 

https://youtu.be/wYn5Bgq-6go
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Table 16 Marker Construction 

Team Marker  
Role Marker 

(F2) 
 

Player 

View Marker 

Front 

 
Rear 

+ 

Front 

 
Rear 

= 

Front 

 
Rear 

     

Front 

 
Rear 

+ 

Front 

 
Rear 

= 

Front 

 
Rear 

 

As can be seen in the table above, the player view marker is an additive color mixture of a red-

colored or blue-colored team marker and a green-colored role marker. Thus, by putting a mask 

on each of RGB channels, the player view marker can be separated back to a team marker and 

a role marker. 

From the ∏–shaped team marker, you can determine whether the robot is your robot 

(red) or opponent’s robot (blue). Also, you can determine the robot’s position and orientation 

by how the shape is positioned and oriented in the frame image. 

From the green-colored role marker, you can identify which robot it is. 9-bit Hamming 

code schema was used to generate the five distinguishable patterns. For example, the binary 

Hamming code for F2 robot is ‘110110101’. The square role marker is sliced into 9 small 

squares. From the highest bit to the lowest bit, the bits are assigned to the small squares located 

on upper row’s left to right, middle row’s left to right, and lower row’s left to right. Each small 

square is colored green if the corresponding bit is 1 and colored black if the corresponding bit 

is 0. 

 In WCG AI Masters, image frames are sent in fragments in order to save the 

communication bandwidth. To use images, please check ‘update()’ implementation in 

‘general_image-fetch_cpp’ example to adopt the recombination method. 

 

4) Robot Control Signal 

 In WCG AI Masters, the robots can move with two wheels attached on their sides (2-

2 Soccer Robot Dimensions). The wheel control method ‘set_wheel()’ method can be called by 

the player program to request the simulation program to set the wheel velocities to desired 

values. As the input, the method takes an array of 10 double-precision floating-point values. 

Each value corresponds to each robot’s left or right wheel’s velocity in m/s. 
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Table 17 Robot Control Signal 

Robot Control Signal Array 

Index Data Type Description 

[0] double Linear wheel velocity of GK’s left wheel 

[1] double Linear wheel velocity of GK’s right wheel 

[2] double Linear wheel velocity of D1’s left wheel 

[3] double Linear wheel velocity of D1’s right wheel 

[4] double Linear wheel velocity of D2’s left wheel 

[5] double Linear wheel velocity of D2’s right wheel 

[6] double Linear wheel velocity of F1’s left wheel 

[7] double Linear wheel velocity of F1’s right wheel 

[8] double Linear wheel velocity of F2’s left wheel 

[9] double Linear wheel velocity of F2’s right wheel 

 

Once the wheel velocities are requested, the simulator program keeps the same wheel 

velocities until one of followings happens: 

① The player program sends a new set of wheel velocities. In this case, the wheel 

velocities are updated accordingly. 

② The game enters in special states such as kick-off, corner kick, penalty kick and goal 

kick. In this case, the wheel velocities of all robots are set to zero. Then, the wheel 

velocities of the robot that is allowed to move in the state can be updated again when 

the special state begins. The wheel velocities of remaining robots can be updated again 

when the special state ends. 

③ The robot is sent out from the field. In this case, that robot’s wheel velocities are set to 

zero. The wheel velocities can be updated again when the robot returns to the field. 
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Part 2. Player Program Development Guide for Python 

If you plan to develop in C++ language, you can skip Part 2. Basically the same 

contents are provided in two different languages. 

1) Communication Module 

 In WCG AI Masters simulation, the program simulating the soccer game and applying 

rules is separated from two player programs controlling the robots. The simulator program 

sends the game information such as game status, scores, coordinates to the player programs 

and the player programs send the robot control signal to the simulator program that will apply 

the request to the robots in the simulator. To do this, a communication module using WAMP 

protocol is set and implemented. On player program’s side, the communication module is 

already implemented in the examples provided. Thus, the player program developers need not 

to know details of the communication module and start from the implementation of virtual 

methods in the skeleton sample program ‘player_skeleton_py’. 

 

2) Virtual Methods 

 There are two virtual methods that are called throughout a game. The developer should 

implement these methods to make a player program that manages a team. ‘player_skeleton.py’ 

provides a skeleton implementation of the virtual methods. The explanations provided below 

are based on the example skeleton program. 

2-1. Virtual Method ‘init_variables()’ 

 The virtual method ‘init_variables()’ is called only once right after the communication 

module succeeds in connecting to the simulation program in the callback method ‘onJoin()’. 

Here, the program can initialize some parameters, load necessary data from other files, etc. 

Note that you need to define variables outside of this method as class variables (i.e. 

‘self.game_time’) to be accessible in other virtual method. This method should be used for 

initialization of variables only. The sample skeleton program initializes several variables such 

as ‘self.number_of_robots’ and ‘self.max_linear_velocity’ from the dictionary ‘info’ provided 

(Table 18 Dictionary ‘info’). You can check more variable initializations done in other 

examples such as ‘general_frame-skip.py’ and ‘general_image-fetch.py’. 

 

2-2. Virtual Callback Method ‘on_event()’ 

 The virtual callback method ‘on_event()’ is called whenever the simulation program 

sends a new frame data to the player program. The new frame data is contained in the input 

dictionary ‘f’ of this method. The contents of the frame data will be explained later in 3) Data 

Provided by the Simulation Program. Here, the program can check the new frame data received, 

decide what control signal to generate, and send the control signal back to the simulator. The 

method to send the robot control signal will be explained later in 4) Robot Control Signal. The 

skeleton program simply makes all robots move forward at the maximum velocity available. 

For more complex controls, you can check ‘player_rulebased-A.py’ or ‘player_rulebased-B.py’ 

examples to see how the robots can be controlled. 
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Since the control period is set to 50 ms in WCG AI Masters, the simulation program 

will send a new data in each 50 ms as well and thus this method is called in every 50 ms. 

However, if your ‘on_event()’ method consumes more than 50 ms, the successive calls of this 

method will be delayed. As a result, the frame data facing in each ‘on_event()’ call will not be 

the most recent frame that your program may end up providing delayed control signals to the 

simulator. To avoid this, you should implement a frame-skipping technique such as the one 

provided in ‘general_frame-skip.cpp’ in case when your program consumes more than 50 ms 

in handling each frame. 

  Also, when the game is ended, the value for ‘f[‘reset_reason’]’ is set to ‘GAME_END’ 

(Table 19 Dictionary ‘f’). When ‘GAME_END’ is met, the program can save any data recorded 

throughout the game. The skeleton program simply makes an empty text file. 

 

3) Data Provided by the Simulation Program 

In WCG AI Masters, two different dictionaries are sent from the simulation program 

to provide information of the game. The keys are shown in Table 18 Dictionary ‘info’ and Table 

19 Dictionary ‘f’. You can check ‘general_check-variables.py’ and ‘general_image-fetch.py’ 

to see how these data are accessible in the player program. 

3-1. Basic Information Dictionary ‘info’ 

The first dictionary is ‘info’ dictionary that contains basic information about the game. 

The information held in this dictionary are the values that don’t change throughout the game 

such as field dimensions and robot specifications. This dictionary is accessible through variable 

‘info’ by the player program in the method ‘init_variables()’ (i.e. ‘info[‘game_time’]’ contains 

the game duration). You should save the information you wish to use in the callback method 

‘on_event()’ as class variables. Note that the information contained in this dictionary will be 

identical to those shown in Section 1 – SPECIFICATIONS in this document. 
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Table 18 Dictionary ‘info’ 

Information Stored in Dictionary ‘info’ 

Member Variable Data Type Description 

field list of floats (length 2) Soccer field dimensions [x, y] in m 

goal list of floats (length 2) Goal dimensions [x, y] in m 

penalty_area list of floats (length 2) Penalty area dimensions [x, y] in m 

goal_area list of floats (length 2) 
Goal area dimensions [x, y] in m 

※ Note that none of rules is related to this region. 

ball_radius float Soccer ball radius in m 

ball_mass float Soccer ball mass in kg 

robot_size list of floats (length 5) Robot sizes of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

robot_height list of floats (length 5) Robot heights of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

axle_length list of floats (length 5) Axle lengths of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

robot_body_mass list of floats (length 5) Robot body masses of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in kg 

wheel_raidus list of floats (length 5) Wheel radii of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m 

wheel_mass list of floats (length 5) Wheel masses of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in kg 

max_linear_velocity list of floats (length 5) 
Maximum linear velocity available on each wheel of 
[GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in m/s 

max_torque list of floats (length 5) 
Maximum torque available on each wheel 
of [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2] in N*m 

resolution list of ints (length 2) Image size [width, height] in pixel dimensions 

number_of_robots int Number of robots 

codewords list of ints (length 5) 

The hamming codes in decimal values attached as 
the robot identifier in the image sent to the players. 
The order is [GK, D1, D2, F1, F2]. 

※ Details will be explained in 3-3. Image Data. 

game_time float Game duration in s 

 

3-2. Frame Dictionary ‘f’ 

 The second dictionary is ‘f’ dictionary that contains each game frame’s information. 

The information held in this dictionary are the values that change throughout the game such as 

the robot and ball coordinates. Therefore, new ‘f’ is introduced as the input data structure 

whenever ‘on_event()’ is called 

(i.e. f[‘coordinates’][0][0][0] contains your team’s GK robot’s x-position). 
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Table 19 Dictionary ‘f’ 

Information Stored in Dictionary ‘f’ 

Member Variable Data Type Description 

time float Current game time in s 

score list of ints (length 2) Current scores of [your team, opponent’s team] 

reset_reason int (enumeration) 

Reason for the game pause before current frame 
The value can be one of following enumerations: 
0. NONE – No pause happened. 
1. GAME_START – Game just began and the game is 

going into a kick-off. 
2. SCORE_MYTEAM – Your team scored and the 

game is going into a kick-off. 
3. SCORE_OPPONENT – Opponent’s team scored 

and the game is going into a kick-off. 
4. GAME_END – Game just ended. 
5. DEADLOCK – A ball relocation happened. 
6. GOALKICK – Game is going into a goal kick. 
7. CORNERKICK – Game is going into a corner kick. 
8. PENALTYKICK – Game is going into a penalty kick. 
9. HALFTIME – Second half just began and game is 

going into a kick-off. 
10. EPISODE_END – Game just ended and a new game 

will start (replaces GAME_END when ‘repeat’ option 
is on). 

※ About ‘repeat’, please refer to the online system 

documentation. 

game_state int (enumeration) 

Current game state 
The value can be one of following enumerations: 
0. STATE_DEFAULT – Default state 
1. STATE_KICKOFF – Kick-off state 
2. STATE_GOALKICK – Goal kick state 
3. STATE_CORNERKICK – Corner kick state 
4. STATE_PENALTYKICK – Penalty kick state 

ball_ownership bool 

Indicator for whether your team owns the ball (true) or 
not (false) in special states such as kick-off, corner kick, 
penalty kick, and goal kick 

※ This value does not mean anything in non-special 

states. 

half_passed bool 
Indicator for whether the game is currently in first half 
(false) or in second half (true) 

subimages list of items 

Image fragments need to be merged with previous image 
frame to obtain the new frame 

※ Details will be explained in 3-3. Image Data. 

coordinates 

list of [your team coordinates 
list, opponent team 
coordinates list, ball 
coordinate list] 

Current robots and ball states 

※ Details are explained in Table 20 Lists ‘team 

coordinates’, ‘robot coordinate’ and ‘ball coordinate’ 

EOF bool Marker for the end of frame 
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Table 20 Lists ‘team coordinates’, ‘robot coordinate’ and ‘ball coordinate’ 

Information Stored in List ‘your team coordinates’ or ‘opponent team coordinates’ 

Index Data Type Description 

[0] robot coordinate list GK robot’s coordinate 

[1] robot coordinate list D1 robot’s coordinate 

[2] robot coordinate list D2 robot’s coordinate 

[3] robot coordinate list F1 robot’s coordinate 

[4] robot coordinate list F2 robot’s coordinate 

Information Stored in List ‘robot coordinate’ 

Index Data Type Description 

[0] float x-position of the robot in m 

[1] float y-position of the robot in m 

[2] float 

Orientation of the robot in rad 

※ The value is not necessarily in 

range [-π, π]. Check the actual value 

and convert it to the range you wish to 
use. 

[3] bool 

Indicator for whether the robot can 
currently move or not. Some robots 
cannot move in special states such as 
kick-off, corner kick, penalty kick, and 
goal kick. Also, a robot cannot move 
when it is sent out from the field. 

[4] bool 

Indicator for whether the robot touched 
the soccer ball within last time frame. 
This value is provided since it is hard 
to find whether the ball and the robot 
are in contact through coordinates or 
image. 

Information Stored in List ‘ball coordinate’ 

Index Data Type Description 

[0] float x-position of the soccer ball in m 

[1] float y-position of the soccer ball in m 
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3-3. Image Data 

 In WCG AI Masters, the images sent to the players are not the raw images but a 

modified image containing same field status. The image size is 640 x 480. 

 

Figure 17 WCG AI Masters with Player Views Shown 

In the figure above, the modified images sent to the player programs are shown with a game 

frame (a full-game sample can be seen in https://youtu.be/wYn5Bgq-6go). The green field is 

replaced with a black field, the soccer ball is replaced with an orange ball, and the robot role 

markers are replaced with special markers. The image on upper-left corner is sent to Team A 

and the image on upper-right corner is sent to Team B. Note that Team B’s image is rotated by 

π and the team colors are swapped. 

Table 21 Player View Robot Markers 

 Your Team Opponent’s Team 

Team Marker 

  

 GK D1 D2 F1 F2 

Role Marker 

     

Hamming Code 000000000 000011111 011100011 101101100 110110101 

Decimal Value 0 31 227 364 437 

https://youtu.be/wYn5Bgq-6go
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Table 22 Marker Construction 

Team Marker  
Role Marker 

(F2) 
 

Player 

View Marker 

Front 

 
Rear 

+ 

Front 

 
Rear 

= 

Front 

 
Rear 

     

Front 

 
Rear 

+ 

Front 

 
Rear 

= 

Front 

 
Rear 

 

As can be seen in the table above, the player view marker is an additive color mixture of a red-

colored or blue-colored team marker and a green-colored role marker. Thus, by putting a mask 

on each of RGB channels, the player view marker can be separated back to a team marker and 

a role marker. 

From the ∏–shaped team marker, you can determine whether the robot is your robot 

(red) or opponent’s robot (blue). Also, you can determine the robot’s position and orientation 

by how the shape is positioned and oriented in the frame image. 

From the green-colored role marker, you can identify which robot it is. 9-bit Hamming 

code schema was used to generate the five distinguishable patterns. For example, the binary 

Hamming code for F2 robot is ‘110110101’. The square role marker is sliced into 9 small 

squares. From the highest bit to the lowest bit, the bits are assigned to the small squares located 

on upper row’s left to right, middle row’s left to right, and lower row’s left to right. Each small 

square is colored green if the corresponding bit is 1 and colored black if the corresponding bit 

is 0. 

 In WCG AI Masters, image frames are sent in fragments in order to save the 

communication bandwidth. To use images, please check ‘update_image()’ implementation in 

‘general_image-fetch_py’ example to adopt the recombination method. 

 

4) Robot Control Signal 

 In WCG AI Masters, the robots can move with two wheels attached on their sides (2-

2 Soccer Robot Dimensions). The wheel control method ‘set_wheel()’ method can be called by 

the player program to request the simulation program to set the wheel velocities to desired 

values. As the input to the method, a list of 10 float values should be provided. Each value 

corresponds to each robot’s left or right wheel’s velocity in m/s. 
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Table 23 Robot Control Signal 

Robot Control Signal List 

Index Data Type Description 

[0] float Linear wheel velocity of GK’s left wheel 

[1] float Linear wheel velocity of GK’s right wheel 

[2] float Linear wheel velocity of D1’s left wheel 

[3] float Linear wheel velocity of D1’s right wheel 

[4] float Linear wheel velocity of D2’s left wheel 

[5] float Linear wheel velocity of D2’s right wheel 

[6] float Linear wheel velocity of F1’s left wheel 

[7] float Linear wheel velocity of F1’s right wheel 

[8] float Linear wheel velocity of F2’s left wheel 

[9] float Linear wheel velocity of F2’s right wheel 

 

Once the wheel velocities are requested, the simulator program keeps the same wheel 

velocities until one of followings happens: 

① The player program sends a new set of wheel velocities. In this case, the wheel 

velocities are updated accordingly. 

② The game enters in special states such as kick-off, corner kick, penalty kick, and goal 

kick. In this case, the wheel velocities of all robots are set to zero. Then, the wheel 

velocities of the robot that is allowed to move in the state can be updated again when 

the special state begins. The wheel velocities of remaining robots can be updated again 

when the special state ends. 

③ The robot is sent out from the field. In this case, that robot’s wheel velocities are set to 

zero. The wheel velocities can be updated again when the robot returns to the field. 

 


